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Opening Prayer at the II Vatican Council 1962 
 
   We stand before you, Holy Spirit, conscious of our sinfulness, but aware that we 
gather in your name. Come to us, remain with us, and enlighten our hearts. Give us light 
and strength to know your will, to make it our own, and to live it in our lives. Guide us by 
your wisdom, support us by your power, for you are God, sharing the glory of Father 
and Son. You desire justice for all: enable us to uphold the rights of others; do not allow 
us to be misled by ignorance or corrupted by fear or favour. Unite us to yourself in the 
bond of love and keep us faithful to all that is true. As we gather in your name may we 
temper justice with love, so that all our decisions may be pleasing to you, and earn the 
reward promised to good and faithful servants. You live and reign with the Father and 
the Son, One God, forever and ever.  Amen 

      Used at the opening of both Pastoral Council Visioning sessions. 
 
 
 
 
 

Parish Mission 
 

An open assembly of Catholic believers of the Diocese of Richmond. 
 Proclaiming the Word of God   

Celebrating the Eucharist   
Serving the Local Community 
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October 1, 2021 
 
Father Daniel, Pastor 
Pastoral Council and Department Heads 
Church of the Ascension 
 
    On behalf of the Vision Team and the Vision Writing Group, I am excited to share 
with you Church of the Ascension’s Vision 2072.  This document provides Council, the 
clergy, staff, the community and future leaders with a description of our desired future 
over the next fifty years.   
 
    We began a little over two years ago gathering input from the community for the 
vision.  The information from those sessions was captured in two documents published 
earlier this year for Council to review.   “Ascension Today” and “Dreams and Hopes for 
Ascension” were the foundation for the visioning work of parish leadership. 
 
    This publication contains the work of Pastoral Council, in partnership with clergy and 
department heads for creating a shared vision for our future.  It contains the results of 
the dialog, stories, and images from the two Council visioning sessions.  A small writing 
group took that work and produced Ascension’s Vision for 2072. 
 
   Father Daniel, I would like to thank you for your support and counsel throughout this 
process.  Pastoral Council, your flexibility and the smooth transitions in leadership 
during this process was invaluable.  A big thank you to Aaron Banyai and Jim Fowler for 
representing the leadership of the parish on the Writing Group and providing a fresh  
perspective.  To the staff who provided guidance, resources, communication assistance 
and allowed us to use their meetings as a means of reaching different segments of the 
community, thank you! I would to also acknowledge the members of the community who 
spent time with us, talking about the parish and their hopes and dreams for our future.   
 
   Finally, I would like express my gratitude to the Vision Team, Diane Burke, Dana 
Hlukso, and Bridgett Passauer.  Their knowledge and insight have been invaluable 
which helped facilitate the process and the results.  Thank you to these remarkable 
women of faith!  
 
    
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Kathy Hevey 
Chair, Vision Team   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

     The 2019 Pastoral Plan included an action for the development of a Parish Vision for 
the next fifty years.  The desire was to create a compelling vision that would engage 
members of the community in thinking about the future and inspiring the community 
going forward.  A Vision Team was chartered with Father Daniel and Council’s Strategic 
Planning Committee. 
 
     The Vision Team developed a process to engage parishoners, staff, ministries and 
specific groups, such as the YOA and Family Faith Formation participants.   Participants 
shared information about where we are today and then shared their dreams and hopes 
for the future. The information gathered from the community was the first step before 
beginning of the visioning process for Pastoral Council, the Clergy and Department 
Heads.    
 
     In April, 2021 the first phase of visioning for parish leadership began.  Pastoral 
Council reviewed and discussed parishoners’ input about Ascension today.   During this 
session Council discussed the input and chose four unique characteristics about 
Ascension.  On June 19, 2021, a Pastoral Council Retreat, “100 Years Blessed” was 
held for the purpose of visioning.  Through prayer, a process of inquiry and a facilitated 
graphic tool, the group captured concepts and ideas that would inspire the vision 
statement.  
 
     A Writing Group was formed after the retreat for the purpose of crafting the Vision 
using the information from Council’s Retreat. Three members of the Vision Team had 
been key “listeners” throughout the vision process and formed the nucleus of the group. 
They were joined by a member of Pastoral Council and a Department Head. The vision 
that is presented in this document is a result of this work. 
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VISIONING 
 
    Visioning  is a process of determining a preferred future supporting the Mission and 
values of a community and it’s hopes for the future. It provides a shared image of life 
many years forward.  “It comes from the future and informs and energizes the present.”1 
 
   A community vision focuses on people and the quality of life. It creates a mental 
picture that inspires and challenges by describing results.   A vision emphasizes the 
community’s unique qualities and provides a direction and motivation for change by 
focusing on aspirations and long-term outcomes.  Other things it does:  

• It creates a healthy tension because it leaves unanswered questions. A Vision 
does not tell you how you are going to get there 

• It facilitates curiosity and creativity 
• Can’t be too easy to achieve 
• Can’t let structures constrain 
• Creates a shared passion – helping build community 

 
   A parish vision is a guiding statement that describes a future the Holy Spirit is calling 
the community to - as individuals and the community.  It draws from the strengths and 
attributes that describe who they are today and their hopes and dreams for tomorrow.  It 
is not a program, a slogan or a planning document.  It more like a compass, helping a 
Parish steer a course toward a shared future.   It provides guidance going forward for 
parish planning, activities, use of funds and decision making. 
 
 
 
 
  

 
1 “The Importance of Vision #5”, John Graham 
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ASCENSION’S VISION FOR 2072 
 

PREAMBLE TO THE VISION 
 

     Since its founding in 1972, the Church of the Ascension has embodied the Second 
Vatican Council’s call to be a community of the people of God that would work to bring 
the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.  For fifty years, this call has invited all members to 
give witness to the power of God’s transforming mercy and love.  Father French, our 
founding Pastor, presented the vision of Ascension as a “family-oriented parish with 
everyone responsible for a piece of the action.”  Father Caroluzza in his dedication 
homily, reminded us to keep our vision of being a “prayerful, bread-breaking, faith-
sharing, servant community” alive.  From the beginning, Ascension has been a 
progressive, forward-thinking Parish. 
 
     The new vision continues in the spirit of Vatican II and challenges us to be a beacon 
of light for the years to come.  It builds on the most important aspects of who we are 
today, as described by members of the community.  Pastoral Council, Clergy and 
Department Heads identified four as the most distinguishing characteristics define us 
today:  liturgical celebrations, welcoming atmosphere, social outreach and an 
empowered laity.   
 
     The 2072 Vision is a declaration of who we are on our 100th Anniversary.   It 
includes Vision Themes which are broad areas of focus that give deeper meaning to the 
Vision. They provide an expanded description of our desired future.  They do not 
describe every potential outcome but are ones that will bring significant results toward 
achieving the vision.  These banner themes are major areas around which people will 
focus their dialog, imagination, decision-making and actions.   
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VISION  
 

We are a thriving Spirit-filled faith community transforming lives for Christ. 
 

As living disciples of Jesus, we passionately share the promise of the Gospel.  
A welcoming family, we are engaged and spiritually nourished through our relationships, 

formation, vibrant personal and communal worship and our commitment to outreach. 
 

 
VISION THEMES: 
 
Disciples 
 
We are all disciples of Jesus, joyfully living and sharing the Gospel.  Empowered by the 
Holy Spirit, we continuously work to transform ourselves, our parish family, the local 
community and the world for Christ.  We are knowledgeable about our faith. The Fruits 
of the Spirit are alive in us.  Others come to know Christ through our words and actions.  
We are all “priest, prophet and king” as proclaimed in our Baptism. 
 
Family 
 
The Ascension family walks together in faith.  Family is where faith is nurtured.  We 
embrace the generational and diverse nature of our individual and communal faith 
journeys. All are nurtured and strengthened, from the youngest to the oldest by the 
journey and the diversity within the family of Ascension. Everyone knows how to pray 
and tell their story of their relationship with Jesus. Generations work together in 
ministries, worship, outreach and sharing the Gospel.  We meet the needs of all 
generations from conception to eternal rest.  
 
Worship 
 
We are prayerful and joyful people. We encounter the tangible presence of the Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit through spirit-filled worship. Through liturgy and sacraments and 
communal and private prayer, there is ongoing conversion and transformation.  
Spending time in the presence of God nurtures our personal relationship with the Trinity 
and enhances our relationships with each other and everyone we meet. 

 
Outreach 
 
People meet Jesus through us. We are His hands and feet to all people.  Respecting 
each individual, we build relationships and fulfill needs through love and kindness.  We 
advocate and work for justice and peace by identifying and addressing social issues 
impacting our world. We embrace God's command to love our neighbors as ourselves. 
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VISION TO REALITY 
 
   The Vision for Ascension inspires and challenges us by describing real results if we 
are to “…passionately share the promise of the Gospel.” The outcomes described in the 
Vision Themes are ambitious.  We seek to change behaviors and relationships between 
God and us, each other and those we serve. The Vision also challenges us to take our 
personal prayer lives and liturgical celebrations to another level in order to facilitate the 
relationships we desire.  
 
   We need to be courageous, creative, and inspired… 
 … if people are to live their anointing as “Priest, Prophet and King”;  
 … for people to “engage in being family” to individuals and generations; 
 … for individuals to desire more in their prayer life and liturgical worship; 
 … and take what’s already valued to the next level. 
 
 
Critical First Steps: 
 
Pastoral Council, clergy and department heads develop a shared understanding of the 
Vision and demonstrate their commitment to the Vision through action.   
 
The development of a communication strategy to engage the ministries and community 
in understanding the Vision. Implementation of the strategy. 
 
Integration of the Vision into the day-to-day work, service, planning and decision-making 
of the Parish.  
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APPENDIX 
 
   The materials in this section contain a Calendar of Visioning Events and the data 
regarding community participation.  What follows is a summary of the work of Pastoral 
Council in the visioning process.  Council’s work was accomplished during two different 
work sessions.   
 
   Session 1  
    
Council first reviewed a document containing the input from the community titled: 
“Ascension Today”.  Parishoners were asked the following questions: “What makes 
Ascension unique or special?  “What are our challenges?  “Why is it important?”   The 
Appendix contains a graphic illustration of the community’s top answers about what 
makes Ascension unique.   This is followed a summary of Council’s decisions during 
their first vision session.  They identified the top four distinguishing characteristics of the 
Parish and developed a list of the key challenges that may impact us going forward. 
   
      
   Session 2 
   The community’s hopes and dreams for the future were reviewed by Council, Clergy 
and Department Heads prior to the second session. A visioning retreat was held in 
June, 2021.  The retreat was a time of prayer, discernment and creative thinking.   The 
Appendix includes the work of two groups in creating a “Cover Story”, headlines, 
sidebars, quotes, images and brainstorming.  The results of each team’s work are also 
presented in a visual representation of the most frequently used words from each team.  
These are followed by an image that merges the work the teams.   The last Word Cloud 
in the Appendix is a graphic representation words from the Vision.  The Vision Team 
Charter is the final document. 
 
 

  

“100 Years Blessed” Cover Story Maps 
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VISIONING CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
 
2019  -  Pastoral Plan Identified Visioning as an Action 

 
Date Event Participants 

May 14, 2019 Visioning Discussion Strategic Planning Group 
Kathy Hevey & Bridgett 
Passauer 

May 23, 2019 Discussion on the Scope of 
the Work 
Vision Team created 

Strategic Planning Group 
Kathy Hevey  

June 30, 2019 Pilot Visioning Session 
Adult Faith Formation, New 
Evangelization & Fr. Daniel      

     7M+5F            Total:12 

July 2, 2019 Vision Discussion Strategic Planning Group,  
Vision Team & Father 
Daniel 

August 18, 2019 Pilot Work Session                                  
August 24, 2019 Pastoral Council Retreat Overview of Visioning  
September 26, 2019 Staff Vision Workshop       1M+8F          Total:   9 
January 9, 2020 Community Input        1M+4F          Total:   5                                 
January 16, 2020 Community Input        2M+2F          Total:   4 
January 26, 2020 Community Input        4M+9F          Total: 13  
February 1, 2020 Community Input        1M+2F          Total:   3  
February 13, 2020  Community Input              1F          Total:   1  
March 8, 2020 Community Input              7F          Total:   7 

Suspended sessions due to COVID 
January 6, 2021 Briefing Father Daniel Vision Team  
January 6, 2021 Family Faith Formation        3M+3F         Total:   6 
January 10, 2021 Family Faith Formation        7M+7F         Total: 14 
January 17, 2021 YOA Visioning + 2 adults        7M+4F         Total: 11 
n/d Interviews               2F         Total:   2 
January 25, 2021 Community Input- Zoom        2M+2F         Total:   4           
February 15, 2021 Community Input- Zoom        2M+1F         Total:   3                         
February 15, 2021 Community Input Ends      37M +57F      Total: 97 
February 16, 2021  Briefing Father Daniel Vision Team 
April 21, 2021 Community Input Review Pastoral Council 
June 19, 2021 “100 Years Blessed” Council 

Vision Retreat 
Pastoral Council, Clergy, 
Department Heads, 
Seminarians 

August & Sept 2021 Five Writing Group Meetings  
September 29, 2021 Briefing Father Daniel  Writing Group  
October 20, 2021 Presentation & Discussion Pastoral Council, Clergy 

and Department Heads 
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UNIQUE CHARACTERISITICS OF ASCENSION 
COMMUNITY INPUT 
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UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS ANDS CHALLENGES 
PASTORAL COUNCIL VISION SESSION 1 

April 19, 2021 
 
 
The Outcome for the meeting: 

• A shared understanding the important aspects in the current environment that 
may impact the future 

 
During this session Council discuss the community input “Ascension Today” and ranked 
the unique characteristics during small group discussions.  Groups shared their results 
and Council selected the top four.  As large group they then generated a list of the 
challenges that would test our resources and abilities going forward. 
 
Distinguishing Characteristics of Ascension: 
 

• Liturgical celebrations – joyful, full participation in the mass, singing; uplifting 
music  

• Welcoming atmosphere  
• Outreach; social outreach, justice and peace   
• Empowered laity; focus on people (Vatican II)  

 
 
Challenges: 
 

- Jesus focused at the leadership level not necessarily throughout the Ministries or 
Community 

- Growing as a family with God at the Center 
- Spiritual growth at all ages 
- Claiming Catholic identity 
- Everyone finding a way to be engaged in church – families, singles, kids 
- Finding out what is attractive to the different groups, i.e., liturgy, faith, social, faith 

formation 
- Engagement at all levels – especially the younger generation 
- Families entrenched in the life of the parish 
- Aging population 
- How to support young families 
- Limited resources, time, volunteerism, money stretched, space 
- Attendance down pre-COVID 
- Evangelization 
- Expanding the use of technology 
- Bringing joy, fun 
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PASTORAL COUNCIL RETREAT 
BLUE TEAM COVER STORY: 

 
Ascension - Alive in the Spirit of Christ 

Thrives as a Community, Living and Sharing the Gospel 
 
Big Headlines: 

• Families are Empowered and Strengthened to Live their Role as the Domestic Church. 
• Formation Opportunities Foster Encounters with Christ to Form all as Missionary 

Disciples. 
• Largest Diverse Membership in the Country. 
• Leader in the Community for Social Justice – Community Service and Helping the Poor.  
• Opens Doors to Everyone. 
• First Women Priests. 
• Ascension Operates the Largest Social Ministry Office in the U.S. 
• Ascension’s Faith Formation Reaches Hearts Across the World. Jesus is Alive! 
• Regional Leaders in Support for the Aging. 
• Ascension Leverages Technology to Reach the World with the Love of Jesus. 
• Greatest Growth in Diverse Membership. 
• Regional Leader in Interfaith Dialogue. 
• Regional Leader in Community Support for the Poor and Needy. 
• Regional Leader in  Youth Conference. 
• Ascension Promotes a Personal Relationship with Jesus through Small Group Settings. 
• Ascensions Faith Formation Program Helps to Welcome Those New to the Catholic 

Faith. 
• Liturgical Lively, Engaging, Spirit-Filled. 
• Ascension Continues to Set the Standard in Social Outreach and Social Justice Programs. 
• A Voice of Reason in a Divisive World. 
• Crowds Flock for Communion and Confession. 
• Church Filled for Adoration 
• Virtual Catechesis Hits the Home and the Road. 
• Youth Conferences and Retreats Relocates to Kempsville. 
• Largest and Most Active Youth Group on East Coast. 
• Opens Residence on Church Grounds for Homeless and Disabled. 
• Leads Effort Among Faith Communities that Eradicated Homelessness and Food 

Insecurity in Virginia Beach. 
• Expands Worship Space to Accommodate Increase Numbers. 
• Leading Parish in Diocese for Religious Vocations 

 
Sidebars: 

• Interview with YOA members 
• Ascension Parish requires new facility to accommodate record growth in enrollment  
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• Ascension parish  - parishoners top families/people 
• Interview with individual family receiving assistance  

 
Quotes: 

• “My children beg me to come to Church.”  - Parent 
• “I feel the Spirit in Ascension helped me with my basic needs while maintaining my 

dignity.” – Social Ministry Client 
• “I feel the Spirit in liturgical Services.” – Parishoners 
• “Ascension Service is Alive.” – Bishop Knestout 
• “If it weren’t for Ascension, I would be homeless.” – Social Ministry Client 
• “I want what they have!” – First time visitor 
• “Ascension is like coming home!” – Father Charlie new Pastor 
• “Ascension brought be back to Jesus.” – Returning Catholic  

 
Images: 

• Pictures of Youth Conference at Ascension 
• Growth Bar Chart 
• Pictures of First Communion  
• Pictures of RCIA  
• Globe with markers showing all the places Ascension reaches. 

 
Brainstorms: 

• Ascension shines bright as a beacon of joy and hope in Kempsville. 
• Church of the Ascension votes best at the Beach for the past 50 years! 
• 100 years later Church of the Ascension still lives out the precepts of Vatican II. 
• Church of the Ascension:  First Catholic Church with World-wider International 

Congregation sharing Jesus with all. 
• Ascension – 100 years of Living the Gospel 
• Youth group of Ascension Largest in the Diocese 
• Go therefore and make disciples of all nations. Matt.28 
• You will be my witnesses to the ends of the earth. Acts1:8 
• Church of the Ascension:  A world-wide family that shares Jesus with all. 
• Church of the Ascension celebrates 100 years as a vibrant, joyful,  faith community, 

serving as an example of Christian Catholics, living and giving. 
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PASTORAL COUNCIL RETREAT 
GREEN TEAM COVER STORY: 

 
Better Living Through Faith 

 
Big Headlines: 

• Participation in Domestic Church Reaches New High at Ascension 
• Christians Prepare to Serve 
• Ascension Celebrates 69th YOA Golf Classic 
• Proclaiming the Gospel and Celebrating the Eucharist Daily 
• Church of the Ascension’s 100th Ministry Fair Records 100% Participation 
• Virginia Beach Spiritual Dynamo 
• All Are Welcome Here 
• New Larger Food Pantry Opens at Ascension 
• Social Ministries Serve 10,000 per month 
• Ascension Laity at Work 
• Sanctuary So Full Additional Masses Are Added 
• Ascension Youth Voted Best Social Outreach Program 
• Doing What Jesus Said 
• 2072 A Community of Disciples of Christ Serving with Love and Joy 

 
Sidebars: 

• Audrey Frishtsman Celebrates 150th Birthday  - Becomes Church of the Ascension’s 
200th Bi-Centennial 

• Deacon Pocta Celebrates 50 Years as Deacon – Son Celebrates 25th 
• Bishop Dan Molocho Inspires Catholic Youth through Podcasts and Prayer 
• 2072 Christmas Concert Televised Nationally 
• Church of the Ascension’s Capital Campaign Quadruples Goal – Donates Extra $10 M to 

Deanery Causes 
• Church of the Ascension 75th Priest Ordained 
• Ascension Pilgrims Complete 500 Mile Camino De Santiago 
• Church of Ascension Choir Performs for Pope Leo XI 
• Ascension’s Staff Reduced to 75 
• Song of the Year:  All Are Welcome 
• ACC Marks 5700 Saturday of Work and Biscuits 
• Still in the Black 

 
Quotes: 

• “Ascension is my home as well.” 
• “50 years of ‘God is good all the time and all the time God is good’.” 
• “We will not have a school but we all will be teachers and students.” – Bill Dale 
• “You can’t help but feel I want to be part of that family” – new parishioner 
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• “I was at the end of my rope until Ascension’s Food Pantry helped me with food and 
rent!” – Food Pantry Client 

• “Blessed be the tie that binds.” 
• “That My joy may be in you and your joy may be complete” 
• “God doesn’t just call us to succeed, He calls us to love.” 
• “In this church we are all the hands and feet of Jesus.” 
• “Ascension youth embracing the Kingdom of God for over 100 years.” 
• “We can’t become an electric car recharging station church.” – Jack Thompson 
• “We are the hands and feet of God.” 
• “I’m not a volunteer, I am a disciple.” 
• “I’ve had generations of my family as parishoners here, and this is the most active 

generation the church has ever had.” 
• “Ascension, the place to be on Sunday night.” – YOA member 

 
Images: 

• Large group for Confirmation – Bishop Milocho and Kaufman 
• Food pantry overflow going to Hampton Roads Food Bank 
• 50 RCIA Members at Vigil Mass 
• Drone picture of parishoners in heart shape 
• parishioner visiting sick person in hospital 
• 1,000 Ascensionites lead March for Life in Virginia’s Biggest City 
• 50 First Communicants in procession. 

 
 
Brainstorms: 

• Disciples of Christ serving with Love and Joy 
• Acsension: A Church that feeds you, mind, body and soul. 
• Christians prepare to serve 
• How we learned to be a Parish Family and to Proclaim, Celebrate and Serve Together! 
• Ascension:  Disciples of 2072 
• Ascension:  Where faith and success kiss (?) 
• What the Eucharist in action looks like 
• Young Disciples of our community 
• Ascension:  Parish who attracts/transforms/sends Disciples 
• Ascension: Where Faith and service bring God’s joy 
• Ascension: A Joyful Community of the Body of Christ 
• Gospel strength and guidance 
• Living the Gospel message in Kempsville 
• A Community that embraces Eucharistic Love 
• Parish’s key to phenomenal growth – Love One Another 
• Ascension: The Sacred Heart of Jesus 
• Ascension:  Servants of all 
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PASTORAL COUNCIL BLUE TEAM WORD CLOUD 
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PASTORAL COUNCIL GREEN TEAM WORD CLOUD 
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PASTORAL COUNCIL RETREAT MERGED WORD CLOUD 
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             ASCENSION’S VISION 2072 WORD CLOUD 
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Vision	Planning	Team	
CHARTER	

	

Purpose:			To	develop	and	create	a	process	that	engages	and	inspires	the	parishoners	to	
envision	the	future	of	the	Community	of	Ascension.	

Outcomes:		

• A	Parish	vision	that	inspires	and	energizes	the	community	and	staff;	a	vision	that	
guides	planning	and	decision-making	

• Members	of	the	community	feel	heard	and	understood	
• Clergy	and	Council	are	actively	engaged	

Members:	

Kathy	Hevey	(Chair)	
Bridgett	Passauer	
Dana	Hlusko	
Diane	Burke	

Responsibilities:	

Vision	Planning	Team	

• Communicating	and	building	a	shared	understanding	of	the	purpose	for	a	Vision		
• Developing	the	process	for	visioning		
• Planning,	organizing,	communicating	and	scheduling	Visioning	Sessions.	
• Facilitating	sessions	with	Parish	groups	and	members		
• Organizing	and	sharing	the	information		
• Providing	regular	updates	to	Pastoral	Council	and	Clergy	
• Facilitating	the	Parish	Council	and	Clergy	Visioning	work		
• Developing	recommendations	for	communicating	the	Vision	and	integrating	the	

Vision	into	planning	and	decision-making.	
• Relying	on	the	Holy	Spirit	to	guide	the	process.	

Interrelationships	and	Roles:	
	
Chair	person	

• Focuses	the	team	on	performance.	Keeps	the	team	purpose	and	approach	relevant.	
• Plans	meeting	agendas	with	input	from	the	team.	
• Participates	in	the	work	of	the	team.	
• Serves	as	the	official	link	to	the	chartering	body	and	Father	Daniel.	
• Facilitates	and	assists	in	group	visioning	sessions	
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Team	members	
• Actively	participate	in	the	work	of	the	team	
• Facilitate	and	assist	in	group	visioning	sessions	
• Attend	meetings	with	Father	Daniel	and	Pastoral	Council	when	available	

	
	
Performance	Challenge:	

• As	facilitators	of	the	process	and	members	of	the	Ascension	Community	to	be		future	
focused	and	objective.		

• Our	shared	challenge	is	to	align	our	work	to	the	mission,	vision,	and	values	of	the	
Parish.	

• Being	open	to	the	guidance	of	the	Holy	Spirit.	

	
Resources:	

• The	team	will	develop	a	budget	and	seek	resources	from	the	appropriate	staff	as	
necessary.	

	
	
Accountability:	
	
The	Team	is	chartered	with	the	Strategic	Planning	Group	and	Father	Daniel.	
We	are	responsible	for	providing	updates	to	Father	Daniel	and	Pastoral	Council.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 
 
 
 


